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In the physical classroom, the guidelines for the
completion of application exercises can be printed off and
distributed to each team (e.g. Franklin et al., 2016), or
projected on a screen for a class to view.   Teams then
discuss their application exercise and indicate their
decisions often using voting cards or through the creation
of  outputs using whiteboards, flipchart paper or some
other means e.g. a drawing pin (Sibley, 2018)   Whole class
discussion follows. 
 
Low tech options like voting cards, flipchart paper and
drawing pins can be very easy to set up and operate for
both faculty and students. However they can limit the
types of application exercise that are possible to roll out.
From a practical perspective they also require a lot of
materials to bring to class also.   Here we discuss how
digital technology can be utilised to transform the type of
application exercise that students engage with - and the
tools that they need to use to do so.     
 
 
   
 
 
As well as reduced paper usage there is scope to have
higher fidelity application exercises.  See TBL at Lee Kong
Chian School of Medicine as an example.   Video can be
incorporated (and replayed by teams).   Software relevant
to the task can be used by teams. Students can research
topics online as they discuss.   Team outputs can be also
be easily retrieved later on in the year when students are
revising (as opposed to being discarded or lost).    Some
tools that enable educators and students to share
application exercises include: 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

One Drive - Teams can upload documents they have 
collaborated on to a shared drive. 

Introduction

Can technology make 
Application Exercises more 
"significant"?

Learning Management Systems (LMS)- e.g. Moodle 
enable seamless sharing of exercises and team 
outputs (students can upload files on an LMS when 
they have it open in class) or use Moodle quiz. 

Consider quizzing tools 
Quizzing tools usually enable teams to select a response or
to write short open-ended answers that can be projected
onto a screen for the class during the whole class
discussion phase.  These can be easily stored and retrieved
at a later date by teams if required.   This may be useful
should you wish to revise or link up different exercises
from different TBL units. When paper, whiteboards,
flipcharts and drawing pins are the modes used, the easy
retrieval of prior teamwork from earlier sessions (for both
educators and students) becomes more challenging or
impossible. Four tools here include:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In some contexts it may be feasible to have students work
together outside of class time in order to collaborate on an
application exercise (e.g. Palsole and Awalt, 2008; Gomez
and Passerini, 2010). This may be an option should you
wish for students to have time to reflect and think in the
midst of an application exercise.   It may open up
possibilities for more "significant" application exercises
(one of the 4S's) that are difficult to do in real time within a
physical classroom.    Tools that gives educators oversight
of online team discussion and collaboration include: 
 

MS Forms  -- Enables MCQ and open-ended 
questions (replicating voting cards and whiteboards)
 
Moodle- The quizzing (and assignment) function in a 
typical LMS e.g. Moodle will allow teams to upload 
files, images, as well as show choices and provide 
short rationales.    

Consider asynchronous  

MS Teams -- Students can share comments and 
work on outputs together with educator oversight
Moodle -  Discussion forums and Wikis can be 
created which are only accessible to teams and the 
educator 

Turning Point - Can be used to replicate voting cards. 

https://learntbl.ca/4s/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57rpN4sYnZU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6qpwTI5lRI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxGzgQ2oQko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqIECZJD4fE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2B_Q2jY46pY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sxGzgQ2oQko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqIECZJD4fE
https://teamsdemo.office.com/#/0/1
https://docs.moodle.org/310/en/Groups
https://docs.moodle.org/310/en/Using_Wiki
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lK9aOoLN4nI
https://www.turning.com/
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When team outputs are shared on a screen rather than
around the walls of a physical classroom (as per a Gallery
Walk), the ability for quick and easy annotation (both in
terms of text and visuals) observable by the entire class
becomes a reality.  Certain elements can be "zoomed in" on
and students may even have the opportunity to annotate
their team outputs also.   A stylus, graphics pad or
interactive whiteboard can help the educator to easily
provide very visual feedback on team outputs which can
be viewed easily from all corners of the classroom.          
 
 
 
 
The 2020/2021 COVID 19 pandemic required many TBL
educators to experiment with remote synchronous
technologies. The use of videoconferencing tools with
breakout rooms and the ability to share screens can enable
students to work on application exercises whilst
geographically dispersed.  This may be useful during times
of pandemics or other emergency situations but may
also  open up the possibility of multi school participation
within or across national borders. 
 
Videoconferencing tools have the features which afford the
possibility of remote facilitation and team collaboration i.e.
breakout room functions where students can share
screens.   Coupling these with tools for Readiness
Assurance Tests and Application Exercises make virtual
Team Based Learning feasible.  The following are just two
tools that can be used to facilitate teams of students to
work together on Application Exercises.         
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enhance Facilitation with 
Visuals
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Tools for Application Exercises - Tools to support 
TBL: Application Exercises - Wakelet 
 
A selection of tools which may be options during the 
application phase - curated by Rebecca McCarter.
 
What is a Wiki? 
 
This article from Vanderbilt University discusses 
what a Wiki is and how is can be used for 
asynchronous activity.  These can be an option for 
asynchronous application exercise work. 
 

Zoom -- Students can collaborate within breakout 
rooms using shared screens.  

MS Teams- Also has the breakout rooms and share 
screen function. 
 

Open up possibilities with 
Online Synchronous TBL

Further Reading

Useful Links

https://wakelet.com/wake/Bolhmy5Uyr94jzOEc9IWh
https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/wikis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UEFgW--0094
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jbPpdyn16sY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA6SGQlVmcA
https://education.microsoft.com/en-us/resource/ffafe124
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nq2pbPtMZGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DoJqHnpytUU

